
Empire Mayonnaise offers a line of exotic flavored French-style mayonnaises. With recipes developed by world-renowned chef Sam 
Mason, our seasonal flavors are made using only non-GMO oils that are cold infused with spices and other natural flavors. We use a yolk-
only recipe with eggs from happy, cage-free chickens. Empire Mayonnaise is hand made in-house and is passionate about delivering a 
truly one-of-a-kind, all natural gourmet condiment.

Company Information

• All-natural Gourmet Mayonnaise
• Non-GMO
• Hand-made in Brooklyn, NY
• Small Batch
• Exotic and Seasonal flavors
• Gluten Free
• Local and seasonally sourced ingredients

Product Attributes

• Mintel research suggests that the expansion and promotion of new condiment flavors, especially those boasting regional  
 authenticity, should be used to appeal to higher earners. (Mintel 2015) 
• Mayonnaise counts for 61% of the top ten condiments and 52% of the top twenty-five (Bloomberg, 2013) 
• Mayonnaise is the #1 condiment in America! (Euromonitor 2013) 
• Over 40% of consumers are avoiding or reducing GMOs in their diet, led by millenials and parents of children under 8 (The  
 Hartman Group 2014 and NMI 2014)

Updated Feb. 2015

Statistics

Empire Mayonnaise: White Truffle, Bacon, Sriracha, Roasted Garlic, and Classic (Lemon). Available in 4oz glass jars, 1oz glass minis, 
quarts and gallons.  Specialty/seasonal flavors based on availability: Ghost Pepper, Rosemary, Smoked Paprika, Red Chili, Black Garlic 
frequently available, please ask us about specials! 
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HAND-MADE IN BROOKLYN

NON-GMO  CAGE-FREE EGGS  ALL-NATURAL
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Brooklyn’s Empire Mayo Goes Global  

Brooklyn, NY, June 23rd 2015 – Empire Mayonnaise will be proud to represent 

Brooklyn in the NY Pavilion for the 2015 Summer Fancy Food Show. The line of 

gourmet flavored mayo has had a busy year internationally as well, exporting to 

France, England, Singapore, Canada and Japan.  

 

World renowned Le Bon Marché and La Grande Epicerie in France have announced 

a storewide exhibition that is set to take place from August 29th to October 17th. The 

exhibition is centered on Brooklyn brands as an ode to the craftsmanship of New 

York’s trendiest borough. “Our mayo is inspired by a traditional French recipe that’s 

been in my family for generations,” said Empire Mayo co-founder Elizabeth Valleau. 

“My mother was thrilled to hear we’d be featured in Le Bon Marché.” 

 

Just last year Empire Mayonnaise launched in Japan at the Hankyu New York Fair 

and can be seen throughout Japan thanks to a partnership with Brooklynize (ONE 

UP MUSIC Co., Ltd)  - a Japanese company known for their exciting Brooklyn 

centric pop-up shops. Iconic purveyors of fine British goods, Marks and Spencer, 

also launched Empire Mayonnaise throughout their stores this past March. 

 

2015 marks four years of chef Sam Mason’s tantalizing flavor creations for the 

micro-batch mayo store. Steady US growth, new global appeal, and participation at 

highly regarded events like the Fancy Food Show has Empire Mayo looking to 

expand production and dreaming up exciting new flavors for the Fall. 

 

Founded in 2011 by chef Sam Mason and designer Elizabeth Valleau, Empire 

Mayonnaise creates exotic small-batch mayonnaise using only non-GMO oils and 

happy cage-free eggs. Empire Mayonnaise has a Lab/Retail space at 564 Vanderbilt 

Street in Brooklyn New York. http://EmpireMayo.com 
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THE BEST TASTING MAYO ON EARTH

Empire Mayonnaise Company makes gourmet, 

small-batch mayonnaise in Brooklyn, New 

York. Using all-natural ingredients, and exotic 

seasonal flavors, it’s made by hand, with 

humanely raised eggs and non-gmo oils, and 

it’s the first brand of its kind.

Empire Mayo is created by Chef Sam Mason 

and managed by Designer Elizabeth Valleau. 

Co-founders and friends, Sam and Elizabeth, 

had a vision of mayonnaise made different. 

They knew that homemade and flavored 

mayo could transform the simplest dish into a 

gourmet treat. Through the combined talents 

of the Chef and the Designer, the concept for 

an entirely new mayonnaise was crafted. 

They started the brand small and local in 2011. 

The famed Brooklyn Flea and Smorgasburg 

events were taste testing grounds before 

opening a commercial kitchen and retail lab a 

year later in the Prospect Heights section of Brooklyn, New York. Opening a production 

facility in a retail space generated a tremendous amount of press interest by making 

Empire Mayonnaise the world’s first mayonnaise store and demand has increased 

exponentially. Empire Mayo can be found in major retailers like Whole Foods, Kings, 

Dean and Deluca, and West Elm and hundreds of specialty food shops in the US. 

As of 2015 Empire Mayo and has begun international distribution in Japan, England, 

Singapore, and China. 

Contact: Corinne Butler

CBT@EmpireMayo.com

Cell: 513-620-6296(mayo)

http://EmpireMayo.com

@EmpireMayo

Empire Mayonnasie Co. Production Lab/Retail storefront 
located at 564 Vanderbilt Ave. Brooklyn, NY 11238
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Empire Mayonnaise is an homage to a simple, often over looked daily condiment. 

Friends Chef Sam Mason (James Beard award nominee and Iron Chef alum) and 

Elizabeth Valleau (Designer, Entrepreneur) came up with the idea for this non-GMO 

gourmet treat while enjoying some lime aïoli in a restaurant. 

“My mom is of French descent and very passionate about wholesome, 

homemade food. Virtually everything we ate growing up was from 

scratch  —she baked bread, made pickles and jam, and 

made the most delicious mayonnaise by 

hand. When I grew up I always hoped 

there would be a mayo brand on the 

market that could touch my mom’s 

homemade. It never happened… 

until we did it ourselves!”

—Elizabeth Valleau

“We realized that there was 

nothing really out there 

competing with the big 

guys, and that many people 

were never getting to 

experience the pleasure 

of freshly-made mayo. 

It’s also an incredible 

flavor medium, which is 

part of the excitement.” 

 —Sam Mason

SAM MASON & ELIZABETH VALLEAU
FOUNDERS AND FRIENDS
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HANDMADE IN DELICIOUS FLAVORS
BY CHEF SAM MASON • ALL NATURAL
NON-GMO OILS • PASTURE-RAISED NY EGGS
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